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DISCLAIMER

• EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a 
separate legal entity. 

• The views expressed by the presenters are their own and not necessarily those of Ernst & Young LLP or other members of the global EY 
organization or other presenters’ organizations. 

• These slides are for educational purposes only and are not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer 
to your advisors for specific advice.
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SETTING OURSELVES 
UP FOR BLUE SKIES 
AND TAILWINDS

• Will we still have the same 
challenges with translating 
weather information in 10 years?

• What will the sUAS and AAM 
industry bring in terms of 
challenges and needs? 

• Whose responsibility is it to 
address these challenges? 

• Who will need to be engaged in 
these efforts?

• What role will the FAA play in this 
market?



ABOUT EY-PARTHENON

EY-Parthenon teams work with clients to navigate complexity by helping them to reimagine their ecosystems, reshape their portfolios and reinvent 
themselves for a better future. With global connectivity and scale, EY-Parthenon teams focus on Strategy Realized — helping CEOs design and 
deliver strategies to better manage challenges while maximizing opportunities as they look to transform their businesses. From idea to 
implementation, EY-Parthenon teams help organizations to build a better working world by fostering long-term value. EY-Parthenon is a brand 
under which a number of EY member firms across the globe provide strategy consulting services. For more information, please visit 
ey.com/parthenon.
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